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ABSTRACT: Clay reinforced polyethylene nanocomposites were prepared by melt mixing followed by transfer molding. The micro-

structure of the composites was characterized using Fourier transform infrared spectrometer and X-ray diffraction. Results revealed

the relative degree of particle orientation as a function of depth in the transferred molded materials. The particles were mostly ori-

ented at the surface layers and randomly distributed at the core region. The anisotropy in mechanical properties due to clay orienta-

tions was characterized through novel dynamic microindentation test and analyzed by finite element simulation. When loaded in the

flow direction (direction of clay orientations), the composites exhibited higher modulus at the surface than at the core; while loaded

normal to the flow direction, the composites exhibited lower modulus at the surface than at the core. VC 2012 Wiley Periodicals, Inc.

J. Appl. Polym. Sci. 000: 000–000, 2012
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INTRODUCTION

The processing and mechanical properties of polymer compo-

sites with nanometer size reinforcements have been extensively

studied. Of particular interest has been the thermoplastic matri-

ces reinforced with the nanoclay (montmorillonite) particles.1–7

For melt mixed composites, the nanoclay particles are initially

in the form of multilayers made of hard silicate monolayers sep-

arated by relatively soft interlayers (dimethyl, dehydrogenated

tallow quaternary ammonium). The stacks of particles interca-

late or exfoliate during processing to form plate-like particles.

The exfoliation of the clay particles is often incomplete, so the

final composites are typically consisted of nanoplatelets mixed

with multilayer particles imbedded within the polymer matrix.

The microstructure of the nanocomposites is affected by the

thermomechanical processing history. For conventional fiber re-

inforced polymer composites, the flow induced fiber orientation

has been reported and the resultant composites display a shear

rate dependent skin-core structure.8,9 This inhomogeneous

structure is caused by the differential shear rates within the

mold. The fibers are oriented parallel to the flow direction in

the melt near the mold wall where the shear rates are high, and

relatively unoriented in the low shear rate regions away from

the mold walls. The similar skin-core structure has been

reported for the platelet reinforced polymer composites.10–16

The nanoclay platelets have a typical diameter of several hun-

dreds nanometers and a thickness of only a few nanometers.

Such high aspect ratios make the platelet particles behave like

the conventional fibers. The mechanism for the platelet orienta-

tion has been ascribed to the shear gradient of the flow layers in

the mold.12–14 During molding, the melt near the skin is imme-

diately solidified due to the dramatic temperature difference

between the cold molded wall and the hot melt. Consequently,

the particles are observed to be highly oriented at the skin but

random at the core. The degree of orientation has been further

found to depend upon the particle contents. Composites with

low or medium clay contents (<3 wt %) tend to exhibit much

higher level of orientations.12 Although the shear-induced orien-

tations in nanocomposites have been extensively studied, the

corresponding variation of mechanical properties which is

expected to change with microstructure has not been reported.

The development of heterogeneous microstructures in platelet

reinforced polymer composites may result in the variation in

mechanical properties. Much of the existing work has dealt with

some aspects of the methods of preparation and characteriza-

tion of these materials. There remains only a limited under-

standing of the relationship between nanostructure, processing,

and mechanical properties. The overall objective of the present
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paper is to examine the structure orientation and resultant me-

chanical properties in transfer molded polyethylene-clay nano-

composites. The microstructure of the processed composites

will be examined using Fourier transform infrared spectrometer

and X-ray diffraction. The resultant mechanical properties will

be measured through dynamic microindentation test, a novel

technique that has been successfully used to characterize the

point-to-point mechanical properties in processed polymers and

composites.17–20

EXPERIMENTAL

Materials and Processing

A Dow Chemical high-density polyethylene (HDPE) was used

as the matrix. It had a melt mass flow index of 3.2 g/10 min

and a density of 0.953 g cm�3. The maleated polyethylene

(MAPE) was obtained from Aldrich. It was used for compatibi-

lization, with reported characteristics: Mw ¼ 9300; Mw/Mn ¼
2.1; Tm ¼ 99.3�C and a maleated content of 3.0 wt %. The

nanoscale reinforcing phase was an organophilic montmorillon-

ite (Southern Clay Cloisite 20A). It had been ion-exchanged

with dimethyl dehydrogenated tallow ammonium ions (�65%

C18; � 30% C16; � 5% C14) for compatibility. The organic

modifier in the clay component represented about 30 wt % of

the as-received material.21 The specific gravity of the modified

clay was � 1.8 g mL�1.

Composites with 5 wt % clay, 5 wt % MAPE, and 90 wt %

HDPE were prepared. The materials were first melt mixed in a

Brabender laboratory mixer with the mixing speed of � 10

rpm. A measured weight of polyethylene was first introduced

into the mixer, then the maleated polyethylene (5 wt %) and

Cloisite (5 wt %) were added. The mixer was kept at 160�C for

20 min, using high shear blades. After mixing, the materials

from the mixer solidified into irregular shapes. Those materials

were labeled as ‘‘as-mixed’’ clay composites.

After mixing, the material was subsequently transfer molded

between two hot plate in a manual hydraulic press (Caever, 100

kN capacity) (Figure 1). The hot plates in contact with mold

were preheated so the mold surface temperature reached 185�C.
Because the thermal conductivity of the mold was limited, the

center temperature within the mold, where the polymer was to

be placed, was at a somewhat lower temperature. The mold

itself was then preheated to 180�C on a separate hot plate, and

the mixed material was added. The mold containing the mix-

ture was held at this temperature on the hot plate for a time 3

< t < 5 min to allow the material to reach temperature. The

mold and material were moved to the Carver hot plates, and

left for a time 5 < t < 10 min to equilibrate on the press. The

force (F) applied by the Carver press was found to be small,

since the melt viscosity was low. The mold and molten sample

was removed from the press and air cooled. After cooling to

room temperature, the sample was removed from the mold.

The rectangular samples prepared through this process had

dimensions of 54 � 24 � 3.5 mm3.

Microstructure Characterizations

Fourier transform infrared (FTIR) spectra were recorded on

pure polyethylene and clay–polyethylene nanocomposites. Tests

were conducted using a NicoletTM 380 spectrometer with a re-

solution of 4 cm�1 using an accumulation of 32 scans. The

spectra were recorded in reflectance mode for the range of 400–

2600 cm�1 with polarized light. The background spectra were

recorded under the same conditions as the sample. The micro-

structures of the composites were examined using wide-angle

X-ray patterns (WAXD) with Cu Ka radiation. Specimens were

cut from the surface, interior and center of the transfer molded

composites. Specimens from the as-mixed composites were also

tested. The as-mixed specimens were prepared by air cooling

the materials from the mixer and then cutting them into smaller

samples.

Microindentation Testing

The local properties of the transfer molded composites were

measured using a custom built indentation apparatus. Small

scale, dynamic indentation experiment, similar to the conven-

tional dynamic mechanical analysis (DMA), was conducted.

The advantage of the dynamic indentation test is that it allows

for extracting the mechanical properties of materials at much

smaller penetration depths as compared to conventional in-

dentation tests.17–20 A cylindrical flat-ended tip of 80 mm di-

ameter was used. The tip was driven by a piezoelectric driver,

which was feed-back controlled through a strain gauge

attached to the driver. The driving voltage was dictated by a

computer-controlled DC power supply which set the tip posi-

tion, and a function generator connected in series, which gen-

erated an oscillatory tip displacement for dynamic mechanical

tests. The lock-in amplifier served two functions. The first was

to provide the system with a displacement in a sinusoidal

wave. The second function of the lock-in amplifier was to pick

out the resultant load from the total load cell and the swift

angle (d). The oscillation frequency used was 2 Hz.

The applied displacement amplitude was equal to 36 nm

(rms amplitude).

Figure 1. Transfer molding between two hot plates in a manual hydraulic

press (Carver, 100 kN capacity).
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Microstructure Orientations

The chemical characteristics and the surface orientations of the

neat polyethylene and platelet-reinforced polyethylene nanocom-

posites were first characterized by FTIR, which is an effective

way to evaluate the degree of orientation.15,22 In the present

FTIR tests, the spectra were collected in reflectance mode. The

incident radiations were taken on specimens at: (1) parallel to

the flow direction (0�) and (2) perpendicular to the flow direc-

tion (90�). Figure 2 shows the spectra of pure polyethylene and

transfer molded platelet polyethylene composite skins. Table I

lists the frequencies and the vibration assignments of the neat

polyethylene and the nanocomposites.

It is interesting to see that the spectra for pure HDPE specimen

are similar when tested at different directions (parallel or per-

pendicular to the mold flow direction). However, the spectra

for the molded platelet composite show difference when tested

at different directions. In the present study, the dichroic ratios

are used to characterize the orientation of transfer molded sam-

ples of matrix and composites. The dichroic ratio is defined as:

D ¼ Ak=A? (1)

where Ak and A? are absorption determined with the incident

radiation being polarized parallel and perpendicular, respectively

to the shear direction. If the dichroic ratio of absorption bans

equals to � 1, it means that no apparent orientation occurs to

the relative structure. The dichroic ratios for pure polyethylene

and clay–polyethylene nanocomposites show big difference. In the

5 wt % clay composite, the dichroic ratios of 3.31 and 3.06 for

the 2923/2851 cm�1 band of CH2 stretching and the dichroic

ratios of 0.20 and 2.11 for the 720/730 cm�1 band of CH2 rocking

indicate that polyethylene lamellae are highly oriented. In pure

HDPE, the dichroic ratios of 2923/2851 cm�1 band and 720/730

cm�1 band are close to 1. This implies that polyethylene lamellae

are highly oriented on 5 wt % clay transfer molded plaque skin,

while no obvious polyethylene orientation exits in plain HDPE.

The microstructure and orientations of the platelet reinforced

composites were further examined with the X-ray diffracto-

meter. The starting injection molded plaque had a thickness of

about 3.5 mm. The interior layer was exposed by grinding away

the specimen surface layer of 0.5 mm. The core layer was deeper

by about 1.75 mm. Figure 3 shows the X-ray diffractometer

Figure 2. FTIR polarized SR spectra for pure HDPE and 5 wt % clay

composites with the incident radiations being parallel (0�) and perpendic-

ular (90�) to the flow direction, respectively.

Table I. Infrared Band Assignments of Polyethylene Resin and Platelet

Reinforced Polyethylene Nanocomposite

Frequency (cm�1) Band assignment

2844 ms(CH2)

2913 mas(CH2)

1474 CH2 bending due to crystalline phase

1464 CH2 bending due to crystalline
and amorphous phases

730 CH2 rocking due to crystalline phase

720 CH2 rocking due to crystalline
and amorphous phases

1050 SiAOASi stretching

520 AlAO stretching

464 SiAO bending

Figure 3. WAXD showing orientation gradient in the transfer molded

composites. (A) Skin, (B) interior, (C) core regions cut from the transfer

molded 5 wt % clay composites, (D) the as-mixed of 5 wt % clay com-

posite, and (E) the Cloisite 20A clay.
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traces on specimens cut from the molded sample at different

depths: (A) d ¼ 0 mm, (B) d ¼ 0.5 mm, and (C) d ¼ 1.75

mm, and (D) as-mixed of 5 wt % clay composite.

The introduction of Cloisite 20A into polyethylene matrix shifts

clay peak from 2h ¼ 3.65� to 2h’ ¼ 2.92� (sample E in

Figure 3). According to Bragg’s law (nk ¼ 2dsinh), the (001)

plane d-spacing expands from 24.2 to 30.2 Å for Cloisite 20A.

A careful examination of the X-ray diffraction peaks at lower

angles reveals some useful details about the microstructure of

the dispersed clay phases. Tactoids of clay are plate-like in

shape, and consist of a periodic structure of silicate layers sepa-

rated by organic interlayers. Analysis of the diffraction peak can

then yield useful information about the structure in the dis-

persed nanoclay platelets21,23,24:

spacing between platelet layers : dspacing ¼ k
2sinh

(2)

platelet thickness : Lhkl ¼ kk
bhklcosh

(3)

number of platelets in one tactoid : N ¼ Lhkl � ds

dspacing
(4)

where k is the wave length and h the Bragg angle of the particu-

lar reflection (2h is the scattering angle). k is the crystallite shape

factor, bhkl the reflection width at the half-maximum intensity,

and dsthe thickness of each clay platelet layer. Based on the X-ray

diffraction results (Figure 3), the following information are

obtained for the 5 wt % clay composites: Lhkl ¼ 7:16nm,

dspacing¼ 3:02nm, ds ¼ 1nm and N ¼ 3. The individual clay tac-

toid structure can be sketched as shown in Figure 4.

The X-ray diffraction scans can also reveal the microstructure of

the dispersed clay phases with depth into the molded sample

(Figure 3). Although hard X-rays penetrate quite thick sections

of polymers, the small Bragg’s angle and the instrument geometry

result in relatively thin layers near the surface of each specimen

effectively scattering into the measured diffraction peak.25 The

thickness of the layer from which the diffraction information is

obtained depends on the depth to which the incident beam can

penetrate at these shallow angles of incidence. The diffraction

scans of Figure 3 thus reveal the relative degree of orientation as

a function of depth from the mold wall in the sample.

As shown in Figure 3, the lower angle peak associated earlier

with the modified tactoids (2.92�) is clearly much larger near

skin regions (A). Toward the center of the molded sample (B)

(further away from the surface), the peak diminishes and is

almost undetectable at the sample center (C) which is similar to

that of the as-mixed 5 wt % clay composite (D). The peak size

depends on the scattering efficiency of the periodic structure,

which depends on: (1) the relative properties of the silicate and

the interlayer, (2) the volume fraction of tactoids, and (3) the

degree of orientation of the particles. Assuming (1) and (2) do

not vary across the thickness of a molded sample, the variation

in tactoid peak size can be explained in terms of average orien-

tation of the tactoids, which was also proposed by Wallace.26

Results indicate that the tactoids at the skin layer of the com-

posite are mostly oriented parallel to the flow direction while

the tactoids at the core are mostly randomly distributed.

Micromechanical Characterizations

The X-ray results have clearly indicated a variation in the degree

of orientation of the tactoids at various regions of the composite.

It is thus expected that the mechanical properties of the compo-

sites would vary accordingly. The local mechanical properties of

the composites were examined using novel dynamic indentation

test. Small scale dynamic mechanical analysis (DMA) was con-

ducted with a flat-ended indenter (diameter ¼ 80 mm). Com-

pared with the common used sharp indenters (Berkvoich in-

denter, conical indenter), the flat indenter is more suitable for

measuring crystalline polymers and composites, in which local

properties are affected by microstructure.17–20 For example, semi-

crystalline polyethylene (PE) has spherulites with typical dimen-

sions >5 mm. With flat cylindrical indenters with diameters �5

mm, the measurements represent averages over many spherulites.

The contact problem between two elastic bodies has been solved

by Sneddon.27 When the two bodies are in contact, the normal

separation between the two surfaces is described by the arbitrary

function f(x), where x is the dimensionless coordinate x ¼ r/a,

and a the radius of the contact area (Figure 5). The load (p)

required to achieve a displacement (h) is given by

p ¼ pEr a

Z1

0

vðtÞdt (5)

where v(t) is defined by

vðtÞ ¼ 2

p
h � t

Zt

0

f 0ðxÞdxffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
t2 �x2

p
2
4

3
5:

Figure 4. Sketch of the intercalated platelet particle.

Figure 5. Contact geometry between a flat indenter and specimen.
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For a flat-ended, cylindrical indenter, the separation function

f ðxÞ becomes zero. Reorganizing eq. (5) yields to the modulus

of the indented material

Er ¼ p

h

1

2a
(6)

To measure the localized mechanical properties, the depth (h)

of the indentation has to be kept at small. In this experiment, a

small displacement of sinusoidal form (h ¼ 36 nm, amplitude)

was applied to the indenter tip and the resultant load (p) and

phase shift (d) were measured simultaneously. Using eq. (7), the

storage modulus (E0) was calculated and used to evaluate the

mechanical responses of the composites as a result of structure

changes.

E0 ¼ p

h

cos d
2a

(7)

where P and h become the amplitudes of load and displacement

functions, respectively.

The platelet composite was first tested from ‘‘top-on’’ direction

(the indentation direction is perpendicular to the flow direc-

tion). To measure the properties at the core region, the speci-

men surfaces were removed progressively from both sides.

Although the tested samples had the same composition, a differ-

ence in mechanical properties was found for the composite pla-

que at different regions. The modulus is 0.92 GPa for the skin

as compared to 1.16 GPa for the core [Figure 6(a)]. The platelet

composite was then tested from ‘‘end-on’’ direction (the inden-

tation direction is parallel to the flow direction). The modulus

is 1.1 GPa for the skin as compared to 0.95 GPa for the core

[Figure 6(b)]. The results indicate that the molded platelet com-

posites exhibit heterogeneity in both structure and mechanical

properties. The mechanical responses depend highly upon the

local orientations of the platelet particles. When loaded in the

flow direction, the surfaces of the composites are stiffer than

the core; while loaded normal in the flow direction, the surfaces

of composites become softer than the core.

The mechanical properties of the transfer-molded composites

were further examined to compare with those from the as-

mixed composites and the polyethylene matrix alone. Plaques

with a range of thicknesses (3.5 mm, 1.2 mm, and 0.6 mm)

were transfer molded and then examined with the micro-

indenter (Figure 7). The polyethylene matrix material shows rel-

atively low and isotropic modulus when tested from two direc-

tions. The as-mixed 5 wt % clay composite shows isotropic

modulus which is higher than matrix modulus.

Figure 6. Modulus of the transfer molded 5 wt % clay composite obtained

from dynamic indentation tests. (A) Loading normal to the flow direction

and (B) Loading parallel to the flow direction. [Color figure can be viewed

in the online issue, which is available at wileyonlinelibrary.com.]

Figure 7. Microindentation testing for HDPE matrix, as-mixed 5 wt %

clay composite, and transfer molded 5 wt % clay composites with various

thicknesses.
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The surfaces of the transfer molded composites show aniso-

tropic properties. Moduli tested from the top-on direction (the

indentation direction is perpendicular to the flow direction) are

lower compared with modulus tested from the end-on direction

(the indentation direction is parallel to the flow direction) for

all three materials. Thinner plaques (1.2 mm and 0.6 mm) seem

to have relatively uniform and high orientation as shown by

wide angle X-ray diffraction and thus shows higher moduli. All

these observations manifest that the preferred orientation of the

clay particles, which develops during the transfer molding pro-

cess, affects the mechanical properties of the materials.

The effect of structure orientation on mechanical responses of

the platelet reinforced polyethylene composites was further

examined through finite element simulation (using the general

purpose finite element software ABAQUS28). Composite with a

clay content of 5 wt % was simulated (Figure 8), based upon

the tactoid characteristics calculated from X-ray diffractions

(Figure 4). The calculation for the homogeneous matrix mate-

rial was conducted first and compared with experiment (tensile

test) (Figure 7). Results show that the finite element prediction

fits reasonably with the experiment. The analyses were then

conducted on platelet reinforced composites: one for the surface

skin and the other for the core region (Figure 9). The individu-

ally exfoliated plate-like particles were assumed to be isotropic,

but the shape of the particle introduced an orientation-depend-

ent effect. For a fully exfoliated composite, the modulus of the

matrix (Em) is � 0.9 GPa, the modulus of the clay (single layer)

is � Ep ¼170 GPa,29,30 and the ratio (Ep/Em) is thus � 200. For

incompletely exfoliated particles, Ep would be much smaller due

to the softening effect caused by the soft interlayers. The com-

posite specimens were loaded in directions of parallel and per-

pendicular to flow directions, respectively. It was interesting to

observe that different phenomena appeared when pulled from

axial or normal direction (Figure 9). When the specimen was

loaded from axial direction [Figure 9(a)], the oriented skin has

a higher measured modulus than the random core. When the

specimen was loaded from normal direction [Figure 9(b)],

the oriented skin had a lower modulus than the random core.

The results are consistent with experimental measurements

shown in Figure 6(a, b).

CONCLUSIONS

The anisotropy of microstructure and mechanical properties in

transfer molded platelet reinforced polyethylene nanocomposites

was examined. FTIR and X-ray diffraction were used to charac-

terize the structure and orientations of the platelet particles of

the molded plaques. Results showed that the particles at the sur-

face layers were mostly oriented parallel to the direction of melt

flow, while the particles at the core were randomly distributed.

The effect of clay orientations on mechanical properties was

examined through novel dynamic microindentation test and an-

alyzed finite element simulation. The spatial variation of the

properties was correlated with the distribution of nanocompo-

site particles, and the orientation of the particles with respect to

the loading directions. It is clear from this work that the

Figure 8. Finite element models of platelet reinforced nanocomposite: (A)

Oriented surface layer and (B) Random core region. [Color figure can be

viewed in the online issue, which is available at wileyonlinelibrary.com.]

Figure 9. Stress–strain responses of platelet reinforced nanocomposite:

(A) loading direction in parallel to the flow direction, (B) loading direc-

tion in perpendicular to the flow direction. [Color figure can be viewed

in the online issue, which is available at wileyonlinelibrary.com.]
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anisotropy of particle properties resulted from melt processing

can contribute to significant local anisotropy in properties.
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